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Dan Jenkins calls him "the greatest quarterback who ever lived, college or pro." Slingin' Sammy Baugh, who
played for TCU and the Washington Redskins, single-handedly revolutionized the game of football. While
the pros still wore leather helmets and played the game more like rugby, Baugh's ability to throw the ball
with rifle-like accuracy made the forward pass a strategic weapon, not a desperation heave. Like Babe Ruth,
who changed the very perception of how baseball is played, Slingin' Sam transformed the notion of offense
in football and how much yardage can be gained through the air. As the first modern quarterback, Baugh led
the Redskins to five title games and two NFL championships, while leading the league in passing six
times—a record that endures to this day—and in punting four times. In 1943, the triple-threat Baugh also
scored a triple crown when he led the league in passing, punting, and interceptions.Slingin' Sam is the first
major biography of this legendary quarterback, one of the first inductees into the Pro Football Hall of Fame.
Joe Holley traces the whole arc of Baugh's life (1914-2008), from his small-town Texas roots to his college
ball success as an All-American at TCU, his brief flirtation with professional baseball, and his stellar career
with the Washington Redskins (1937-1952), as well as his later career coaching the New York Titans and
Houston Oilers and ranching in West Texas. Through Holley's vivid descriptions of close-fought games,
Baugh comes alive both as the consummate all-around athlete who could play every minute of every game,
on both offense and defense, and as an all-around good guy.
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From reader reviews:

Mack Washburn:

What do you concentrate on book? It is just for students as they are still students or the item for all people in
the world, what the best subject for that? Simply you can be answered for that query above. Every person has
distinct personality and hobby for every single other. Don't to be compelled someone or something that they
don't would like do that. You must know how great and important the book Slingin' Sam. All type of book
could you see on many sources. You can look for the internet resources or other social media.

Evelyn Garcia:

Reading a book tends to be new life style within this era globalization. With studying you can get a lot of
information that could give you benefit in your life. Using book everyone in this world can share their idea.
Books can also inspire a lot of people. Many author can inspire all their reader with their story or their
experience. Not only situation that share in the textbooks. But also they write about advantage about
something that you need instance. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your young ones, there
are many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors these days always try to improve their proficiency
in writing, they also doing some analysis before they write with their book. One of them is this Slingin' Sam.

Todd Pfeifer:

In this particular era which is the greater particular person or who has ability to do something more are more
valuable than other. Do you want to become one among it? It is just simple solution to have that. What you
need to do is just spending your time very little but quite enough to enjoy a look at some books. Among the
books in the top checklist in your reading list is usually Slingin' Sam. This book which is qualified as The
Hungry Slopes can get you closer in getting precious person. By looking right up and review this book you
can get many advantages.

Michael Walker:

As a pupil exactly feel bored to be able to reading. If their teacher asked them to go to the library or even
make summary for some book, they are complained. Just little students that has reading's soul or real their
pastime. They just do what the instructor want, like asked to the library. They go to at this time there but
nothing reading seriously. Any students feel that reading is not important, boring as well as can't see colorful
images on there. Yeah, it is to become complicated. Book is very important to suit your needs. As we know
that on this period, many ways to get whatever we wish. Likewise word says, ways to reach Chinese's
country. Therefore , this Slingin' Sam can make you experience more interested to read.
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